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Abstract-Energy constraints in a wireless sensor network are crucial 
issues critically affecting the network lifetime and connectivity. To realize
true energy saving in a wireless environment, the time varying property of 
the wireless channel should also be taken into account. Unfortunately, this
factor has long been ignored in most existing state-of-the-art energy saving
protocols. Neglecting the effects of varying channel quality can lead to an
unnecessarywaste of precious battery resources, and, in turn, can result in 
the rapid depletion of sensor energy and partitioning of the network. 

In this paper, we propose a channel adaptive energy management proto-
col, called CAEM, that can exploit this time varying nature of the wireless
link. Specifically, CAEM leverages on the synergistically cross-layer in-
teraction between physical and MAC layers. Thus, each sensor node can 
intelligently access the wireless medium according to the current wireless
link qualityand the predicted traffic load, to realize an efficient utilization
of the energy. Extensive simulation results indicate that CAEM can achieve
as much as 40%reductionin energy dissipation compared with traditional 
protocols without channel adaptation.

computing, wireless sensor networks, power sav-
ing, channel state dependent, adaptive cross-layer protocols. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The advances in MEMS (micro-electronic-mechanical systems) 
based sensor technology, coupled with low-power, low-cost digital sig-
nal processors and radio frequency (RF) circuits have spurred
the proliferation of wireless sensor networks in a wide spectrum of 
civilian and military applications, such as environment monitoring, 
battlefield surveillance, and home for collecting, process-
ing and disseminating wide ranges of complex environmental data 

In most cases, a sensor network is composed of hundreds
or thousands of inexpensive and portable devices, baring formidable 
sensing, computing and wireless communication capabilities, and this 
collection of tiny sensors can form an autonomous and robust data 
computing and communication distributed system for automated in-
formation gathering and distributed sensing. 

Such a sensor network can be deployed in remote areas or hostile
terrains, without the infrastructure support from the outside world
Normally, a sensor node in the network is battery powered, equipped 
with low data rate wireless radio, and with limited memory and com-
putation ability. This exerts serious physical constraints on the ap-
plication of single sensor, and thus, all the sensor nodes in the group 
must collaborate together to form a dense, fault tolerant network as
to realize an efficient utilization of the precious network 
wireless channel, memory and battery energy.

Among all these constraint factors, the most crucial one is the en-
ergy consumption, which is also the most substantial challenge facing 
the designer of smallbut long-lived sensor nodes. Because in many ap-
plication scenarios, a myriad of sensor nodes are spread across a large
geographical area. For example, the sensors are deployed in a forest or
battlefield, to gather data and monitor the environmental changes 
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These sensor nodes are driven by their limited battery
energy and are expected to work for months.

Efficient energy management involves all levels of the sensor system
hierarchy, from hardware to software architecture, and from operating 
system to communication protocols. Indeed, all the system compo-
nents can critically influence the energy dissipation, depending on the 
applications. Thus, energy-awareness must be incorporated into every
level of the system design and operation to maximize the network life-
time and connectivity Network resiliency 
is necessary to provide flexibility to strike a balance between energy
and system performance. For example, in the system operation, the
computation energy can be traded off for output quality according to 
varying environmental conditions in dynamic voltage 
scaling (DVS) we can actively and adaptively adjust the supply
voltage in conjunction with the clock frequency, in response to the
fluctuations in a utilization; at application layer, we can use
different keys of varying length, thus allowing trade-off between ex-
pended computation energy and data security through the design
of operating system for sensors, we can also let different components 
of the node enter various states to save energy ac-
cording to the environmental variations, at the expense of some degree 
of system performance degradation-latencyoverhead, long response 
time, etc. 

All the above-mentioned research efforts are focused on the sys-
tem computation aspect. In a wireless sensor node, the main energy 
consumers include: sensing unit, computation unit and communica-
tion unit. In fact, for an embedded system, energy consumed by the
communication component for radio transmission dominates that by
the computation counterpart. For example, the energy expended in a
sensor node by Inc. for transmitting 1 bit is around 2000
times of that for executing one instruction Thus, this fact 
also provides large room for energy efficiency enhancement, and has 
attracted much attention from researchers for further exploitation. In

by adopting the similar idea of DVS, a technique of dynamic
modulation scaling (DMS) is proposed. Specifically, DMS can
tively change the modulation level to lower the overall energy con-
sumption, according to the number of queued packets in the system, 
while bounding the packet delay at an acceptable level. In DMS
is combined with packet fair queuing algorithm, resulting in an
efficient packet scheduling protocol. 

However, in dealing with energy management problem, one major
drawback in the above existing state-of-the-art protocols is that the 
time varying nature of the wireless channels among the sensor ter-
minals is ignored, let alone exploited. Under hostile deployment cir-
cumstances, reliability of data transmission can be reinforced by ei-
ther increasing the transmission power level or adding forward error 
correction (FEC) to the raw data The first method is infeasible be-
cause doing that can rapidly deplete the limited sensor energy, which

expected to sustain for months. Moreover, this may also introduce 
interference to the wireless transmission at other terminals. Hence we
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have to resort to to overcome this unreliable link problem. As the
channel quality changes with time, the amount of incorporated error 
protection should also vary with the instantaneous channel condition 
to make sure the bit error rate (BER) is above the required level. There-
fore, the poorer the wireless link, the more amount of error protection 
redundancy in the transmitted packet, and vice versa

In overcoming the wireless link fluctuation problem, the introduc-
tion of can incur extra energy dissipation, which is unavoidable
in combating the adverse channel condition. The power consumption
sources include the following two major aspects. 

From the computation point of view, packet redundancy can lead 
to additional expended energy that goes into encoding and de-
coding data at two communication sides. The needed energy is
drawn from the limited battery source, and thus, should be taken
into consideration in power management. 

2) With respect to the packet transmission, extra energy will also
be incurred during the message communication, as the length of
every frame will increase after the error protection is included. 
This means that if the raw transmission rate (different from ac-
tual link throughput in the latter parts) remains the same, the
radio circuits (transceiver, receiver, output amplifier, synthesizer
and etc.) will be on for a longer duration, and thus, 
will consume more energy.

The above two aspects, especially the second one, have made the 
design of energy resource management scheme in wireless sensor net-
works very challenging Because now the quality of the wireless 
channel is a time varying function, or the energy needed in transmit-
ting one useful information bit fluctuates with time, how to manage the 
energy resource at a network system level is extremely crucial in the
sense that a judicious management scheme can enhance the precious 
battery resource utilization and maximize the network lifetime. This 
motivates us to design an energy-aware packet scheduling scheme for 
the sensor network under a channel fluctuating environment. 

In this paper, we present a channel adaptive energy management al-
gorithm, namely, CAEM, for efficient packets scheduling and queuing
in a sensor network, with time varying characteristic of wireless chan-
nel taken into consideration. Specifically, due to the realistic fact that
a wireless link with worse channel quality can result in more energy 
expenditure (more error protection redundancy incorporated), we can
buffer the packet temporarily until the channel quality recovers to the
required threshold. To implement this basic idea in the real situation,
we propose a network system in which each sensor can decide the state 
of its communication component with respect to the
current link condition. 

Nevertheless, packet buffering may lead to communication latency 
and buffer overflow, and this is unfair to the sensor node with bad chan-
nel quality. Therefore, to avoid this, we also design a fair scheduling 
and queuing algorithm to ensure that every sensor can equally access 
the wireless channel under such a fluctuating environment, a sen-
sor node is never starved from transmission even its communication 
link is bad. Thus, we can achieve a balance between energy efficiency
and fairness. Our proposed system and scheduling scheme can be ap-
plicable in enhancing energy awareness in many typical existing sensor 
networks, which consist of sensor nodes, sinks (for data gathering and
aggregation) and base station (for transmitting processed data to the
outside world). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we
briefly give some background on the sensor network architecture, and
then we present a realistic wireless channel model. In Section 111, we
discuss how to incorporate channel adaptation into energy manage-
ment, with many related factors taken into consideration, such as char-
nel condition and predicted traffic load. In the same section, we also
present two channel adaptive energy conservation schemes. We give

the simulation results in Section together with our interpretations. 
Section V concludes the paper.

BACKGROUND

A. Network System Architecture

To enable the scalability and energy efficiency in a sensor network
composed by hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes, a cluster based
hierarchy is an ideal solution. As the data collected by sensors in vicin-
ity is highly correlated, and the communication between each sensor
and the end-user can be very energy and bandwidth consuming, the 
data should be processed locally to get rid of data redundancy. With
this approach, the whole network can be divided into clusters, and in
each cluster a sensor node is elected as the cluster head to perform
local information filtering, data aggregation and data forwarding for 
the sensors in that cluster. The group of cluster heads elected from the
entire network in turn forms a subnetwork, among which the traffic
load is routed. Therefore, a cluster based network organization eases 
the network management and reduces the energy needed for commu-
nicating useful data to the end-user. There are multiple methods for 
the organization of a cluster based sensor network
and the management of such network hierarchy is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Our proposed CAEM is suitable for such a cluster based sensor net-
work, which consists of sensor nodes for data collection, sinks (cluster 
heads) for data reception from the sensors and information aggrega-
tion, and base station for the wireless connection to the outside world.
Figure 1 is an illustration for such sensor network architecture, which
is also a typical operational scenario of sensor networks in reality for 
remote data gathering. 

Fig. 1. A hierarchicallyclustered sensor network. 

Different from conventional cellular or ad networks in which
provision of high (high network throughput, low packet delay) 
or terminal mobility management is of higher priority, we are more
concerned with the network lifetime in a sensor network. A major rea-
son is that in networks, the terminal’s battery can be
recharged whenever needed. However, energy replenishment is infea-
sible for a sensor terminal which works in a distant or hostile area. 
The depletion of the battery energy means the failure of the node and
partial partitioning of the network, resulting in the “blind area” of the
corresponding location. 

B. Realistic Channel Model

Using a channel adaptive physical layer is one of the major dis-
tinctive features of our approach in contrast to existing work in sen-
sor energy saving that uses simple channel model in which the time
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varying nature is neglected. In practice, the wireless channel between 
every two sensor terminals is time varying and is governed by phys-
ical effects in signal propagation: path loss, shadowing, and micro-
scopic fading Path loss refers to the change in received signal 
strength versus the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
Shadowing loss refers to the change in received signal strength due to
variations in terrain structure and transmission conditions. These two 
factors fluctuate in macroscopic time scale (2-5 seconds). On the other 
hand, microscopic fading refers to the variation of signal strength due 
to multipath propagation and, as such, fluctuates in microscopic time 
scale.

In this paper, we assume that sensor nodes are static or in a low mo-
bility (less than 1 and, therefore, the coherence time of fad-
ing channel is of the order of ms. The combined effect of the
above signal propagation factors is characterized by the CSI (Channel 
State Information), which is the measured S N R (signal-to-noise ratio) 
of known pilot symbols on a feedback channel (or signaling channel in 
this paper). Since a packet or physical frame duration in our system is 
around several milliseconds, it is justified for us to assume that the CSI 
remains approximately constant for the duration of at least one frame. 

In this paper, we adopt the adaptive physical layer design called 
ABICM in which variable throughput modulator and channel 
coding are used. Specifically, when CSI is available at the transmit-
ter, the transmitter performs “burst-by-burst” throughput adaptation 
[7] with respect to the CSI. For instance, when the CSI indicates that
the channel is of a good quality, the transmitter employs a high-order
modulation and high-rate error correction code so as to 
boost the instantaneous throughput. On the other hand, when the chan-
nel quality is poor, the transmitter employs a lower order modulation 

BPSK) and low-rate error protection so as to protect the packet 
transmission at the expense of lower instantaneous throughput. 

Indeed, the salient concept of adaptive physical layer has been 
widely deployed in various wireless systems such as EV-DV,
UMTS, HSDPA, and IEEE Note that using ABICM in our
study is just for illustration only, and other schemes the one sug-
gested in can also be used. For details of the ABICM scheme and
its applications in MAC protocols, the reader can refer to 

In our study, we use a 4-mode ABICM configuration and, thus, 
there are four distinct possible throughput levels: 2 Mbps, 1 Mbps, 
450 kbps, and 250 kbps, respectively (after adaptive channel coding 
and modulation).

CHANNEL ADAPTIVE ENERGY MANAGEMENT-CAEM

A. System Model and Tone Signaling

The communication component in a sensor node is the largest 
source of energy consumer, thus when there is no data transmission, 
the radio should enter a sleep mode to save energy. Besides this mech-
anism, as mentioned above, the wireless channel also has a great in-
fluence on the energy expenditure in packet transmission, packet
transmission through a link of high quality consumes less energy than
that needed through a “bad” link. Based on this observation, in CAEM,
each sensor node should possess the ability to decide the state of its
communication unit with respect to the current condition of the wire-
less link between it and the sink (cluster head). Thus, a real-time mon-
itoring of the change of the CSI of the wireless link is necessary for a 
sensor node.

In a wireless cellular network, the base station can instruct the mo-
bile terminal to continuously adjust the error protection in the uplink 
channel, according to the signal strength or BER of the received pack-
ets, through a dedicated signaling control channel However, this is 
impractical in implementation for a small-size, low-cost, and
constrained sensor node, due to at least three reasons: (1) the wire-
less bandwidth is very scarce, and such signaling control channel can 

Collision 0.5
Receive 0.5
Transmit 0.5

reduce the available radio resource; (2) additional signaling channel
increases the firmware complexity at both sides, as we need to con-
sider problems such as synchronization, frequency
synthesis, etc., for this signaling channel; and (3) apart from problems 
mentioned above, the cost, size, and energy consumption of the sensor 
will also increase.

In a wireless sensor network, we assume that all nodes in the clus-
ter use the same common data channel for packet transmission, and
the traffics are from sensors to the sink (cluster head) for information 
processing. This is a typical operational scenario of sensor networks
for data collection and fusion. A sensor does not need to keep its radio 
on or keep listening to the channel, when there is no packet for trans-
mission. Instead, it can let the radio enter a sleep mode to save energy. 
Thus, a distributed MAC control protocol like IEEE 802.11 is unsuit-
able for such a sensor system. Because in such a system, each terminal 
may possibly act as a router for any surrounding neighbor, and there-
fore, it has to keep overhearing the channel as it does not know when
the next transmission is going to take place. The simplicityof the traf-
fic mode (from sensor to sink only) and the cluster hierarchy of the
sensor network lead to a simpler design in MAC layer management.
The organization of a sensor cluster is somewhat like a cell system
in cellular networks. Consequently, inspired by the signaling channel
used in cellular networks, we can adopt a much more simplified tone 
channel as the CSI and channel state indicator
for the medium access control of each sensor node. Mathematically, 
the signal from this tone channel can be expressed as:

3 5 8
3 10
3 15

K

= A -

where A is the amplitude of the signal, is a pulse signal with
period of and = decides the length of the duration
of tone signal. Specifically, we can express in one period as:

Figure 2 illustrates the pulse series in the tone channel. Note that 
the distance between two adjacent pulses can be tuned to identify the 
current channel state, and the related parameters are listed in Table I.

Fig. 2. Pulse series in the tone channel.

I

USING DIFFERENT PULSE INTERVALS TO IDENTIFY CHANNEL STATES

(TONE DURATION IN MSEC; AND IN

In a cluster, all the sensor nodes use the same data channel for packet
transmission. The states of the data channel include: (a) receive-the
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sink is receiving data packets from a node in the cluster; (b) 
the sink is sending processed data to the base station (we do not con-
sider this in this paper at this stage); (c) idle-no packet is being re-
ceived or transmitted, and the data channel is free; (d) collision-more
than two nodes are using the data channel to transmit data at the same 
time, causing packet collision at the cluster head. The status of the
data channel can be expressed by different pulse intervals using Equa-
tion (1). 

Therefore, the interval variation in the tone channel acts as a signal 
indicating whether a sensor node can access the data channel or not.
As harmonization of medium access among sensor nodes very im-
portant, we specify that: when the data channel is free, the cluster 
head must periodically broadcasts idle tone pulse series, with a period
of 50rns, and the cluster head should send a succession of tone pulses 
with duration of 1 rns; (2) to help the sending sensor to adaptively ad-
just the amount of error protection according the real-time variation 
of the wireless channel, on detecting packet coming, the cluster head
should send out receive tone pulses with duration of 0.5 ms for every
10 ms; (3) the cluster head only sends out collision tone pulses once 
with duration of 0.5 ms, on detecting packet corruption; (4) once the 
data channel recovers to the idle state, the cluster head broadcasts idle 
tone pulses. 

B. Medium Access Control in CAEM

A sensor node has two radio sets: tone radio and data radio, work-
ing at different frequencies. Both radios should be off to save energy 
if the sensor has no packet to transmit. When the sensor has packets to
send to its cluster head, it first turns on its tone radio, sensing the chan-
nel to see whether it is free or not. If negative (receives tone pulses 
from the cluster head with state other than idle, such as receive or col-
lision), it keeps monitoring the tone channel. If it senses that the data
channel is free (receives idle tone pulses), it should measure
the received tone signal and check whether it is above the required 
S N R requirement. If not, it continues monitoring the tone channel; 
otherwise, it backs off for a random period of time, which equals to 

x x 20 x cw, where is a random number 
generator that generates a number evenly distributed between 
is the number of times this packet has been retransmitted (the maximal 
value is 6) ,and is the contention window size.

After this period of back-off time, the sensor again checks whether 
the channel is free and its quality requirement is still satisfied. If both
conditions are positive, the sensor can now turn on its data radio and
transmit its buffered packets. If either of the two conditions is not
satisfied, the sensor node returns back to the sensing state, and keeps 
monitoring the channel. Packet collision can happen if more than two
sensors transmit at the same time. In case of packet collision, the clus-
ter head sends out collision tone pulses, notifying the related sending 
nodes this situation. Note that a sensor node should keep its tone ra-
dio on during data packet transmission, and on receiving collision tone 
pulses, it stops packet transmission by turning off the data radio, and
returns to the sensing state. This is different from medium
access control mechanism adopted in other mobile computing systems 
such as an 802.11 wireless LAN in which the terminal cannot transmit 
and receive at the same time because there is only one radio system 
equipped, and hence it is incapable of collision detection and has to 
use "collision avoidance"to reduce the chance of packet collision. In
CAEM, however, we can employ to detect collision with
the assistance of the tone channel, thereby reducing energy wasted in
packet collision.

As a cluster head broadcasts idle tone pulses periodically when the 
data channel is free, it can cost some time for a sensor to track this 
tone signal, thus incurring some delay overhead. After finishing packet

transmission, a sensor can turn off the data and tone radios, and enter
a sleep state. In case a cluster head collapses or switches (as described
in LEACH causing the sensors in the cluster unable to receive 
tone signals, a sensor should power both radios off and enter a sleep 
state. The sensor state transition diagram is illustrated in Figure 3.
Similarly, based on the data channel states described above, the cluster 
head should broadcast different tone pulse signals accordingly, to no-
tify sensor nodes in the cluster the current channel state. And this state 
transition diagram is depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of a sensor node. 

idle

Fig. 4. State transition diagram of a cluster head.

Compared with the signaling channel in a cellular network, the tone 
channel for a sensor network has the following superior features: (1)
ease of implementation-as it does not need any complicated auxil-
iary circuits such as decoding
and synchronization units, and thus, the size and cost will not increase 
considerably; (2) energy efficient-the cluster head only periodically
broadcasts idle tone pulses with a short time duration if the data chan-
nel is free, or sends out tone pulses when the data 
channel is occupied, with a low-power tone radio; (3) the open ISM 
frequency spectrum provides the flexibility in network deployment,
without the strict spectrum constraint as in cellular networks. 

Our proposed CAEM scheme is based on the following assump-
tions:

The tone signaling channel has no interference with the common 
data channel. And these two channels share the same propaga-
tion characteristics, have the same attenuation and fading
parameters.

2) The propagation conditions (attenuation, fading, etc.) between
the source and destination terminals is assumed to be the same
in both directions, or the propagation gains in both directions are
the same, =

3) The channel gain remains stationary for the duration of a packet 
transmission.

A summary of our CAEM scheme is described in order. By mea-
suring the attenuation of the received tone signal, each sensor can
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tinuously monitor the CSI change of the data channel, thus can: 
energy-efficiently schedule its data transmission based on the current 
channel condition; and (2) adjust the incorporated error protection as 
needed in the data channel. At the same time, from the tone pulse in-
terval, each sensor node in the cluster can also know the current state 
of the data channel. 

C. Adaptive Threshold Adjustment 

In our study, based on the channel quality and after using a 4-mode
ABICM configuration, there are four distinct possible throughput lev-
els: 2 Mbps, Mbps, 450 kbps, and 250 kbps, respectively (after adap-
tive channel coding and modulation). As mentioned above, transmit-
ting packets through wireless link with possibly the highest quality can
achieve energy efficiency from at least two aspects: packet trans-
mitting and receiving time is reduced (the operating time duration for 
radio circuits is shortened); and (2)incurred energy
overhead at both communication sides is also decreased. Obviously, 
throughput level of 2 Mbps is the most desired energy saving mode, 
and therefore, we can temporarily buffer packets until the link quality 
is above this threshold. 

However, this packet buffering scheme favors only the sensor nodes 
with highest link quality, as they can get most bandwidth shares, and
those nodes with link quality “not so good” may get starved. As a
result, an unlucky node has to wait until its channel quality recovers, 
even it has many packets waiting in the buffer. This unfairness can lead 
to a very serious problem at nodes with link quality below 
packet overflow and long queuing delay, and thus, it can further result 
in loss of gathered data or temporal interruption of monitoring in some 
areas. This problem is aggravated by the fact that the channel quality 
is a time varying function, and the link quality cannot always satisfy 
the highest threshold of 2 Mbps, under a harsh environment,
leading to instability in network performance.

An instinctive solution to this problem is to relax the threshold con-
straint by adaptively adjusting the threshold according to the current 
traffic load and buffers queue length, and thus, nodes with different 
wireless link quality can fairly have equal opportunities to get deserved 
amount of transmission slots. In most operation scenarios, there is a
trade-off between the energy efficiency and network performance, and 
thus, we should achieve a balance point in between, although the 
energy conservation is the first priority in our study, a smooth gathered 
data flow from a particular observing sensor is also needed to keep
necessary real-time surveillance on the related area This mo-
tivates us to devise a suitable adaptive threshold adjustment scheme, 
combined with the above channel adaptive energy management, to re-
alize an efficient energy utilization, while reducing buffer overflow to 
the best effort. In addition, this adjustment scheme should be fully
distributed, low complexity in computation to conserve energy. Thus
some centralized or complicated packet scheduling algorithms such as
round robin or WFQ (weighted fairness queuing) are not suitable 
for a sensor network. 

We assume that an event occurs and is observed by a sensor. The
sensor collects data and generates a packet at time Without loss of
generality, the next packet generating time can be expressed as
Thus, the series of time instants . de-
notes the arrival times of a sequence of packets as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.

We further denote as queue length of the buffer of a sen-
sor node at time instant To prevent buffer overflow, a real-time
monitoring of the instantaneous queue length and its varia-
tion is necessary to predict the future traffic load. However, this
should not be executed for every incoming packet, as doing so can
lead to great computation overhead. The sampling interval should 
be fixed at for every incoming packets (in our simula-
tion, we let = 5) . Now we get a sequence of queue lengths 

.. sampled at time in-
stants ..}. Therefore, the variation of
the queue length can be defined as:

where = ... For instance, at time we compare
-

A V reflects the instantaneous queue variation tendency and can be 
used as a traffic load predictor, if A V 0, the queue length has 
an increasing tendency; otherwise, if A V < 0, the queue length is
likely to decrease. 

Based on the above analysis, now we can devise a simple adap-
tive threshold adjustment strategy: at time if A V 0, to
avoid overflow, we should lower the transmission threshold for one 
class (there are 4 corresponding to 4 throughput lev-
els), to let this node have more chances to send its buffered packet. For 
example, the original channel quality threshold is corresponding to 2
Mbps, now it should be adjusted to quality threshold of Mbps; if
A V < 0, we should increase transmission threshold to the highest 
value to save energy, for example, if the original value is 250 Kbps,
then the new threshold should be 2 Mbps.

We keep monitoring the incoming traffic, and once the queue length 
a value the threshold adjustment mechanism is started

up (in our simulation = 15). The pseudo code for this threshold 
adjustment strategy is given in Figure 6, and the whole system archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 7.

Pseudo Code for Threshold Adjustment 
I* Execute for every incoming packet 
Th is the current threshold. Corresponding to different channel 
quality, there are four transmission thresholds, from the highest to the lowest: 

At each packet arrival epoch do

= -

null;

compute =

if A V Th

eke if ( A V

else

lower down Th

thi

Fig. 6 . Pseudo code for adaptive threshold adjustment. 

AND ANALYSIS

The frequent switching of the data radio unit can incur con-
siderable amount of startup energy and time overhead the RFM
radio needs 20 to switch from sleep mode to active mode 

Fig. 5. Packet specify that the minimum number of packets sent for one transmission 
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UnitsPower Units 

t
Operating System

Sensing Units Communication Units 

Fig. 7. Systemarchitecturefor the sensor network.

is 3. And to ensure fairness among sensor nodes, the maximal number 
of packets sent per transmission is fixed at 8. In our study at this stage, 
to ease data analysis, we have not taken the energy expended in

into consideration, as they are negligible compared with
energy cost in electronics [

As mentioned above, CAEM is suitable for any cluster based sen-
sor network, as a tone signal from the cluster head is necessary. This 
means that CAEM can be integrated with any cluster based sensor net-
work. In our study, we choose LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clus-
tering Hierarchy), a well-known clustering protocol for sensor net-
work, as our reference. In LEACH, each sensor collects raw data and
sends the data to a cluster head for data aggregation, thus reducing 
communication overhead and energy cost. The novel characteristic of
LEACH is that each sensor takes turn to assume the responsibility of
cluster head, consequently, no sensor nodes energy resource is unfairly 
over-exploited, and hence, can realize a graceful energy consumption 
evenly distribution in the whole network Basically, in LEACH, 
each sensor decides whether or not to become a cluster head (CH) for 
the current round, based on the predetermined percentage of nodes that
can become and the number of times this sensor has been CH thus
far. Specifically, this sensor node n generates a random number evenly
distributedbetween [0, 13, and if the number is less than threshold, the
node becomes the CH for the current round. The threshold is set as:

i f n G

otherwise

P

where (0 < P 1)is the desired percentage of sensor node that
can become CH (in our simulation we set P = r is the cur-
rent round, and G is the set of nodes that have not been CH in the
past rounds. To avoid communication interference among clusters, in 
our study we assume different clusters working in different frequency 
spectra. For more detailed information about LEACH, the reader can
refer to 

A. Simulation Environment 

The simulation parameters we used are listed as in Table
We choose pure LEACH without channel adaptiveness, and two

schemes with channel adaptive as our references. These two schemes 
are hybrids of pure LEACH with CAEM. In Scheme 1, we have inte-
grated adaptive threshold adjustment such that the transmission thresh-
old can be adjusted based on the current queue length and predicted
future traffic load. While in Scheme 2, the transmission threshold is
fixed at the highest value, 2 Mbps for the whole simulation time 
in our study. The initial thresholds in both schemes are chosen as 2
Mbps. Each sensor node is a Poisson source, the generated packet 
follows a Poisson arrival. 

To evaluate the three protocols, we increase the traffic load until 
the network gets saturated. We compare the protocols by using the 
following metrics:

TABLE
PHYSICAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Testing Field 
Number of Nodes
Bandwidth
Percentage of CH
Transmit Power for Data Channel
Receive Power for Data Channel 
Sleep Power for Data Channel 
Transmit Power for Tone Channel
Receive Power for Tone Channel
Packet Length 
Sensing Delay 
Contention Window Size
Buffer Size 

Value

x
100
2, Mbps
5%
0.66 W
0.305 W
3.5
92
36
2 Kbits
8
10
50

Energy Consumption and Network Lifetime:High values of
these metrics are what we desire as an efficient energy manage-
ment scheme can prolong the network lifetime. 

2) Network Performance: In our study we consider three perfor-
mance aspects: 

average packet delay: measured in ms, the packet delay is
the time duration for a packet transmitted from its source to 
the sink (including queuing and time);
aggregate network throughput: the average number of data
packets arriving at their destinations per second in the whole
network, measured in kbps; and 
successful packet delivery rate: the ratio of the number of
packets successfully received by sinks to the total number 
of packets generated. 

3) Standard Deviation of Queue Length:This parameter reflects
short-term fairness among sensor nodes that can get the share of
wireless bandwidth. 

Due to space limitations, results on network performance are not 
presented in this paper. For the full set of results, the reader is referred
to the long version of this paper 

B. Energy Consumption and Network Lifetime

Figure 8 shows the average remaining energy in each sensor with
elapsed time. The initial battery energy level is 10 Joules, and traf-
fic load is fixed at 5 for each sensor. We can see that
a judicious channel adaptive power management scheme can greatly
reduce energy consumed, in that two CAEM LEACH schemes outper-
form pure LEACH without channel adaptive in battery efficiency, as
sending packets through link of high quality can considerably shorten
the packet time in both communication sides. It is 
evident that a CAEM LEACH without adaptive threshold adjustment 
(Scheme 2) is the most efficient in battery consumption because in
this scheme, the transmission threshold is fixed at the highest value (2 
Mbps in simulations) and the traffic load and buffer overflow are not
considered. Thus, the packet transmission time is the shortest among
the three protocols. However, this can lead to serious deterioration in
network performance as will be illustrated in latter sections. 

The energy consumption rate can directly influence a sensor node's
lifetime, as depletion of battery resource will cause the failure of a sen-
sor. Thus, we are also interested in the number of sensor nodes alive 
versus elapsed time. The results are presented in Figure 9. The sim-
ulation environment is the same, initial energy of 10joules and
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Fig. 8. Average remaining power versus time.

traffic load of 5 for each sensor node. As all protocols are 
based on LEACH in which all the sensors rotate to take responsibility 
for being the cluster head and no particular sensor is unfairly exploited
in battery consumption, thus all the curves in the figure drop abruptly 
at some critical points. This means that the time duration between the
first exhausted node and the last one is quite short, or the difference in 
energy level from node to node does not vary greatly. We again ob-
serve the same LEACH schemes can extend a sensor 
node’s lifetime. We further call a network “dead” if the percentage of
nodes exhausted exceeds the two schemes can prolong the net-
work lifetime for about 40% and 130% for Scheme 1 and Scheme 2,
respectively.

-
60

20-

200 1400

ElapsedTime (Seconds)

Fig. 9. Number of nodes alive versus time.

Based on the network lifetime defined above, we further increase the 
traffic load until the network gets saturated and measure the network 
lifetime. The results are shown in Figure 10, in which the labeled 
“Added Traffic Load” means the number of packets generated by each
node per second. As expected, all the curves drop with the increase
of traffic load, as more packet transmissions can speed up a sensor’s 
energy consumption, and further decrease network lifetime. Again, 
due to the same reason, Scheme 2 can achieve the longest network
lifetime. The other channel adaptive scheme, Scheme however, has 
to adjust the transmission threshold accordingly to adapt to the current
queue length and the predicted traffic load. Therefore, as the network
gets saturated, the difference of network lifetime between Scheme 1
and pure LEACH becomes invisible. The reason is that since Scheme 
1 has to tune transmission threshold to the lowest value (250 Kbps) in
each sensor for a considerable amount of time, it thus becomes a “non-
channel adaptive” protocol like pure LEACH, in which the channel
quality is ignored. 

C. Energy and Fairness

One important metric in measuring the energy efficiency is aver-
age energy consumed for successfully transmitting one data packet. 

Added Traf f ic Load
5 10 15 20 25 30

Fig. Network lifetime versus traffic load.

Certainly Scheme 2 is the highest in energy efficiency as packets are 
always sent through the link with the best quality. Thus, we only
compare pure LEACH and Scheme and the results are illustrated 
in Figure 11. It is shown that after the channel quality is taken into
consideration, we can achieve about 30-40%of energy consumed in 
sending one packet. In pure LEACH, the average energy expended de-
creases with traffic load, as sending more packets per transmission can
reduce the radio startup energy overhead, thus enhancing the energy
efficiency. When network traffic load is increased, Scheme 1, how-
ever, has to lower its transmission threshold more frequently, resulting 
in more energy consumed for each packet transmitted. The difference 
in average energy consumed for these two schemes will decease if we
further increase traffic load.

Fig. Average amount of energy consumed versus traffic load.

Although sending packets through a link of high quality by tem-
porarily keeping them in buffer can conserve energy, it can also incur 
packet delay or overflow. Another serious problem is that this can
lead to short-term unfairness to those sensor nodes with “bad” channel
conditions, causing long queues at these nodes, as the threshold re-
quirement prohibits them from any packet transmission. This problem
is more serious with Scheme 2, whose threshold is fixed at the high-
est value. To overcome this problem, in Scheme 1, we have adopted 
an adaptive transmission threshold adjustment in which the threshold 
can be tuned based on the queue length and the predicted incoming 
traffic load. In wireless packet scheduling, there are many metrics for
“fairness” definition. Here, as all sensors are homogeneous Poisson
sources bearing the same packet arrival rate, we can define “fairness”
here as the standard deviation of queue length: 

where N is the number of sensor nodes, and is the queue length for 
a sensor node. In our simulations in this aspect, we have set the buffer 
size to be substantially large enough to accommodate all generated
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packets (to have an accurate calculation). Therefore, this parameter
can reflect instantaneous difference in the service share each sensor can
achieve. We call this “short-term fairness”, as the smaller the value,
the higher the level of fairness is the protocol. In our simulations,

we have taken several snapshots of the value during the observed time, 
average them. The results are plotted in Figure 12. We can see that

Scheme 1 exhibits a higher level of fairness in bandwidth allocation.

0 -

5 20 25

Added TrafficLoad

Fig. Standard deviation of queue length versus traffic load.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have taken the time varying nature of wireless
channel into account in the optimization of energy management in a
sensor network. Through extensive simulations, w e have demonstrated
that the behavior of wireless channel can greatly influence the network
energy consumption. Specifically, we have proposed two schemes,
channel adaptive energy management scheme with and without thresh-
old adjustment (Scheme 1 and Scheme 2). These two schemes can
prolong network lifetime and a trade-off between energy and
communication quality.

We have seen that the two proposed schemes can have different im-
provement gains in energy efficiency, and have different degrees of
degradation in communication quality. It is therefore hard t o judge
which one is superior to the other. This depends on many environ-
mental factors, such as operation scenarios, specific data types 
sensitive or not), sensor density, and data redundancy, etc. Thus, more 
research work needs to b e done in the future to find the respective ap-
plication scenarios for the two schemes, with all the related factors 
taken into consideration. 
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